
MYT APP - REMOTE CONTROLS
HOW TO LOCK/UNLOCK YOUR CAR REMOTELY



LOCK/UNLOCK

MODELS SUPPORTED*

ü Yaris Cross

ü Aygo X

ü Yaris Model Year 21

ü Toyota bZ4X

*Remote control features depend on local grade and specific OE options required.

Info valid as of 11/2021



WARNING STATE

The user enters the Car Status screen.
If any of the sensors from the Car 
Status are in the warning state, the 
user will see a small red dot next to the 
lock icon.
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UNLOCK STATE

In case the car in unlocked, the lock 
icon will be unlocked with the red dot.



STEP 1

If all the sensors from the Car Status are 
in the OK state, the user will see a locked 
icon. 

When the user taps on the Lock icon 
he/she enters the Car Status screen.
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STEP 2

The status will be updated 4-8 minutes 
after the ignition off. 

The user can initiate the unlocking of the 
car via Lock/Unlock button.

IMPORTANT: By doing a pull-to-refresh application will 
manually contact the car to get the updated data. This feature 
will be implemented in October ’21.



STEP 3

The user is prompted with the security 
warning.
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STEP 4

The app sends a request to the car to 
initiate unlocking.



STEP 5

After the request was processed, the 
status of the car is changed.
It takes approximately 10-30 seconds to 
process the request.
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STEP 6

The user can tap on each of the buttons 
to check the state of the car.



ADDITIONAL INFO

The user will not be able to lock the car if:

• Any of the doors are open

• Smart key is inside the car

The lock button in any of these cases is 
disabled.
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The user can find out the reason the 
service was disabled by tapping on the 
Info icon.



ADDITIONAL INFO

The user will not be able to unlock the car 
if:

• Car Alarm is set

• Car was locked with key

The unlock button in any of these cases is 
disabled.
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The user can find out the reason the 
service was disabled by tapping on the 
Info icon.



LIFE HAPPENS WHEN YOU CONNECT

Connected Services are continually improving, therefore  visuals and app 
screens in this guide may slightly differ from those seen in your MyT app.


